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Have you ever been warming up for the ring and… 
a) You can't seem to find the right distance? 
b) You can't seem to get your horse straight? 
c) Your horse is getting quick at the jump? 
d) Your horse is falling in? 
 
By choosing different tracks in the warm up, you will see different results in your horse’s jump and different 
results in your eye.  
 
1. Angle figure 8 
 
If you are in a venue in the United States where the jumps in the warm-up ring are not flagged (i.e. you can 
jump both directions) and traffic allows, my favourite starting point is the figure 8 on an angle. Starting say 
on the left lead, the rider over-shoots the second turn on the approach, such that they are arriving at the 
jump on a right-to-left angle. This allows the rider to apply an outside rein and leg out of the corner for 
straightness, ending up at the jump with an inside (left) leg to an outside rein. On the “away” track (which is 
JUST as important as the “towards” track) the rider should finish it off with a right leg to left hand in order 
to continue on the straight line that was started on the towards track.  
 
Next, after getting a lead change in the first corner, continue out of the second corner towards the jump 
now on a left-to-right angle. Now the rider has to turn with an outside (left) rein and leg, ending up at the 
jump with an inside (right) leg to outside (left) rein. The away track should now require right rein to left leg 
to keep the straightness in the track on the landing side.  
 
Picture drawing this on a blank piece of paper and then trying to ride those lines. 
 
This also warms up the horses and riders as a rhythm exercise as they will have to slow down in the first 
corner and recreate the rhythm forward from the apex of the turn to leave the second corner. This exercise 
also helps to clean up lead changes.  
 
figure 8.png ¬ 
 
 

2. Three, four or five stride apex’s  
 
To start, the rider should develop a good gallop forward down a long side of the arena. Then, regroup or 
support in the first corner to balance the horse onto his back legs if necessary, otherwise keep going. Find a 
straight track that will guarantee you to arrive with a straight horse perpendicular to the middle of the jump. 
This can be varied from say 5 or 6 strides away, if there is room, down to 3 or so strides in front of the 
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jump. The idea here is that the horse arrives perfectly equal in his weight on both sides of his body so that 
he can leave equally from both hocks. 
 
The angle then can be changed from a straight approach arriving perpendicular to the jump to a “staying 
out” apex to an “early triangular” turn. Test the rider on all angles and number of strides from the corner. 
 
Always remember that the landing side of the jump is of equal importance to the approach. Just because the 
jump was perfect does not mean the ride is over! If the horse needs straightening, straighten it; if the horse 
is running away, pull it up to a straight line halt, and so on. Practicing the landing side will always help you 
prepare for a full course! 
 
After walking the course it is always good to practice a ride that you know will come up on course. Perhaps 
there is a tight right turn or a quick left turn on the landing side. “Proper preparation prevents piss-poor 
performances!” 
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By giving the riders different tracks in the warm up it allows them to focus on everything in between the 
jumps, like straightness and track, so that the jumps become something fun in the way of their flatwork! 
This also allows the riders to give their mind a job, which takes away the nerves about the upcoming 
competition. The warm-up becomes less random as they have a job to do. As a bonus, miraculously the 
take-off distance at the jump just starts to appear without the rider just focusing on the perfect elusive 
distance. 
 
Basics, basics, basics… Track, rhythm, pace, balance, connection… Then the take off spot! 
 
Hopefully these exercises will help someday in a warm-up ring for you. 
 
Best of luck to all in the 2014 season, and see you all out there!!! 
	


